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FOR SAFETY REASONS YOU MUST READ THIS 

INSTRUCTION CARFULLY BEFORE USE 

 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 

Minimum FOUR adults are required to set up a double-peak star marquee.  

Ensure area is free from any sharp & overhead objects. 

The star marquee can only be installed on grasses. 

Do not assemble or use your marquee in very windy conditions. 

Do not leave your marquee unattended. 

Prolonged exposure to direct sunlight can cause colour fading. 

Keep flame and heat sources away from the fabric to prevent damage.  

Make sure that marquee & other accessories are completely dry before storing, do not store away wet.  
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CONDITIONS OF WARRANTY 
Hercules™ Instant Shelter provides a limited manufacturing warranty on all products from the date of original 

purchase that the product will be free from defect in material and workmanship. The length of the limited warranty 

may vary by product. The warranty is valid for the original purchaser from the date of initial purchase and is not 

transferable.  

 

Product Model Warranty 

Double Peak Star Marquee 19.10m(L)x12.10m(W)x6m(H) 3 Year 

 

Hercules™ Instant Shelter will not be responsible for the damage of your product caused by adverse weather 

conditions, incorrect assembly, dismantling, improper storage or accidental damage. Colour fading and UV 

breakdown of any fabric from exposure to sunlight is not covered by the manufacturer’s warranty. We advise you 

seek a private insurance to protect yourself against these possibilities. Please check the contents of the boxes in 

advance of using your product for the first time, we would recommend that you check if you have all the 

components within 14 days of receiving the products. Ensure that you are familiar with the erecting of the product 

and that all parts are accounted for. You should familiarise yourself with the structure including any restriction it 

may have for your particular use.   

Should your marquee roof or frame be damaged, please contact a nearest Hercules store for warranty claim or 

replacement parts purchase (www.herculesgazebo.co.nz/contact-us).   
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PACKAGE INCLUDES 
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TOOLS YOU WILL NEED 
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LAY OUT PLAN  
 

 

SIZE LENGTH WIDTH HEIGHT 
 L1 L2 L3 W1 W2 H1 H2 

19.1mx12.1mx6m 5.1 12.1 19.1 7 12.1 2.1 6 

 

 

Figure 01: Marquee dimensions 
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Set up a layout plan according to your marquee dimensions 

 

 

Figure 02: Layout plan – steps of spigot and peg placement 
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POLE SPIGOT BASE PLACEMENT 
The pole spigot bases(E) are drilled into the ground by using a sledge hammer, and 5.10m apart. A small block timber must be used to reduce 

the likely damage to the spigot top by the hammer. Using your spray marking paint and tap measure marking a 7m straight line, using small dots 

on the ground, either side of pole spigot bases, also mark out the full length of the marquee.  

 

 

 

Use the supplied triangle peg placement template mark out the position of each peg. It’s important that the template steps(Figure 02) to follow to 

identify correct peg placement, failed to follow these steps will result in your marquee not sitting in the correct position and may cause damage to 

the marquee.  
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PEG PLACEMENT 
Start by lifting one spigot base(E1) out of the ground and place back in the ground through one of the template rings. Lay one side of the 

template along the painted line previously marked, and square out the other template so the template rings are point H1 and H2. Painted mark 

on the ground through the both the template rings at this point, swing the template over to the other side either the marquee keeping one side 

template on the original painted line, lay the line on the ground through the blank template ring point H3, remove the spigot base and template, 

replace the pole spigot base into the hole, repeat these steps to other end of the marquee, starting the other spigot base(E2).  

 

  

 
All peg locations should now be identified and drilled out in the ground using a sledge hammer, each peg must be fully drilled in the ground 
vertically and leaving only the top section with washers pre-drilling, they are not to be angle otherwise it will be difficult to hook the marquee legs 
onto them.  
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POLE ASSEMBLY 
To build the poles, join section mark A, B, C and D. And ensure the pole extension is fully closed on each process using the winder handle. Place 
the assembled pole on the ground and repeat these steps to assemble the other pole.  
 

 
 

 
Figure 03: pole assembly order 
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MARQUEE ASSEMBLY 
Spread out the marquee, and hook each marquee leg into place on top of each corresponding pegs. Ensure the hook on the leg sits between the 

two washes on the peg. From the same side of the marquee, insert the top of each pole to one of the soaking fitting. Ensure they are fully 

inserted.  

 

With at least one person holding each pole, walk towards the centre pushing up the marquee until both poles up vertical. Each pole must be 
inserted over and enter the relevant pole spigot base. Adjust both poles by turning the winder handles clockwise and right up until the marquee is 
reasonable tight. If in windy, additional people may be needed to access to lift the one or two marquee legs off the pegs until both poles are 
being inserted in spigot bases. It is not recommended to assemble your marquee in extreme winds. 
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MARQUEE DISMANTLING 
Firstly, take down both poles with the winder handles until it is in fully closed position. The pole being held, release one of the marquee legs from 
one of the pegs. Lift both poles out of the spigot bases, and walk the poles out of the marquee. Remove all the pegs from the ground using the 
peg removal tools. Pull apart both set of poles, remove two spigot bases.  

 

 

MARQUEE FODLING 

Fold the marquee in half, and keep folding it two more times in the same direction. Fold the marquee legs back into the marquee and fold the 

fabric again. Finally place the marquee into the protective bag.  Please make sure that your marquee & accessories are completely dry 

before storing, do not store away wet. 

 


